
PROMOTION RULES - „First Month Free”

§ 1. Definitions

1. Organizer - Kruko Sp. z o.o. based in Rzeszów at al. Rejtana 36,   35-310, entered into
the register of entrepreneurs under the number: NIP: 8133843204, REGON: 386834039,
operating under the name LearnCoding.kids.

2. Participant - a person taking advantage of the promotional terms of course purchase
described below.

§ 2. General Provisions

1. The organizer of the promotion is Kruko Sp. z o. o. based in Rzeszów at al. Rejtana 36,
  35-310, entered into the register of entrepreneurs under the number: NIP: 8133843204,
REGON: 386834039, operating under the name LearnCoding.kids.

2. The promotion is organized on the terms set out in these regulations and in accordance
with generally applicable law.

3. The participant is obliged to read these Regulations.

4. By participating in the Promotion, the Participant declares that he or she has read these
Regulations and accepts their provisions in full.

5. The promotion is addressed only to adults, i.e. natural persons who are consumers
within the meaning of the provisions of the Act of April 23, 1964, Civil Code (consolidated
text: Journal of Laws of 2018, item 1025, as amended), excluding employees and
associates of the Organizer.

§ 3. Promotion Rules

1. As part of the "First Month Free" promotion (hereinafter referred to as the "Promotion"),
the Participant has the right to enroll his or her child and take advantage of the free first
month of learning on a programming course for children offered by the Organizer.

2. The Promotion applies only to new Participants who have not previously used the
Organizer's services.

3. To take advantage of the Promotion, the Participant is obliged to register the child on the
LearnCoding.kids platform and accept these Regulations.
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4. Taking advantage of the Promotion does not involve any financial obligations during the
first month of learning.

5. After the first month, the Participant's child may continue learning under the terms
specified in separate course regulations, or withdraw from further participation without
incurring any costs.

6. To resign from the course, the Participant is obliged to send a written notice of
resignation to the Organizer's e-mail address (contact@learncoding.kids) no later than
5 days before the end of the first month of learning.

7. The promotion cannot be combined with other promotions offered by the Organizer.

8. The Organizer reserves the right to change the terms of the Promotion or end it, while
maintaining an appropriate information period for Participants.

9. Detailed information about the Promotion and the programming course for children is
available on the Organizer's website.

§ 4. Complaints

1. If, in the opinion of the Participant, the services provided under the Regulations are not
provided by the Organizer, the Participant may submit a complaint electronically to the
following address: contact@learcoding.kids.

2. The response will be sent to the Participant to the e-mail address or postal address from
which the Complaint was submitted.

§ 5. Final Provisions

1. The organizer reserves the right to suspend and end the promotion at any time.

2. Any disputes arising from the performance of obligations related to this Promotion will
first be resolved amicably. In the absence of an agreement between the Parties, the
dispute will be resolved by a common court competent for the registered office of the
Organizer.

3. The Regulations enter into force on January 26, 2024, i.e. on the day of their publication
on the website: https://www.learncoding.kids/promocje/miesiac-na-start/en-240126.pdf
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